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Bengaluru: Gold smugglers use special engg tools to
open toilet panels on ﬂight
TNN | May 10, 2019, 04.30 AM IST

BENGALURU: Gold and foreign currency smugglers are allegedly
removing aircraft panels mid-air using exclusive aeronautical engineering
tools to conceal their wares — and in turn, exposing dangerous wires and
ducts — leaving enforcement agencies and airline operators stunned.

Recently, the Bengaluru team of Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) nabbed a passenger at the Kempegowda
International Airport (KIA) after he disembarked from an IndiGo ﬂight with gold biscuits weighing 2.5kg.
“The ﬂight was coming from Singapore via Ahmedabad, where it was converted into a domestic ﬂight. The man tried to get out
with ease as there are no checks for arriving domestic passengers,” said a senior DRI oﬃcer who intercepted the man following
speciﬁc inputs.
Questioning of the suspect, Daniel Bhambani, 41, member of a Mumbai-based gold and currency smuggling syndicate, led the
DRI team to his aide Pankaj, 45, who was waiting at the KIA departure lounge to board the same IndiGo ﬂight scheduled to take

oﬀ to Singapore. “The duo took us to a toilet in the rear of the aircraft and Daniel opened a panel to reveal US $2,00,000 (Rs
1.5 crore) stacked there and tightly packed using black tape ,” the oﬃcer explained.
Much to the chagrin of DRI sleuths, Bhambani was also carrying a screwdriver, using which he opened the aircraft panel. “We
were shocked to see the screwdriver as it was found to be a specialised tool used only by aeronautical engineers working on
passenger aircraft. He opened the restroom panel exposing a set of wires and duct, which if meddled with could pose grave
danger to the aircraft inﬂight mechanism,” said another DRI oﬃcer familiar with the case.

Further probe revealed the men are part of a gang based in Ulhasnagar in Thane district, Maharashtra, led to K Motwani, a gold
smuggler nabbed by Mumbai customs thrice earlier. Motwani was arrested by DRI oﬃcials later and he confessed to the gold
and currency smuggling method involving aeronautical tools.
“The smuggling method is old but usage of special tools to open aircraft panels is a revelation to us. The smugglers may not
know the dangers involved and are putting all passengers and crew on board at risk. We have alerted the airline oﬃcials
concerned and advised them to exercise caution,” the oﬃcer added.

DRI oﬃcers are conducting a thorough probe to ascertain whether more gangs are employing this dangerous method to
smuggle gold and currency.

